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Abstract 

This work presents a series of experiments of Fatigue Crack Growth (FCG), which 
are intended to provide evidence about the main parameter controlling this 
phenomenon, whereas still no agreement about this, since the Paris´ theory is based 
on the principle that FCG is controlled by the ΔK and the Elber´s theory says that the 
driving force is ΔKeff. For the development of the experiments, some DC(T) 
specimens were machined with two different thicknesses: 2 and 30 mm to perform 
FCG tests in plane stress and plane strain state, respectively. Besides this, all FCG 
tests were carried out with a constant ΔK e Kmax, measuring the strain with a Strain-
Gage bonded on the back face of the specimen and seven Strain-Gages located on 
the crack growth path. The data needed to measure the crack opening load, and the 
ΔKeff, were collected through a program developed in Labview. Finally, the data post-
processing was carried out based on the ASTM standards and several articles of 
recognized authors in this field, in order to compare the two positions with the 
experimental data, and this way conclude which is the most consistent theory with 
the observed behavior. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 
Most of the structural components are exposed to a stable and gradual damage 
process primarily activated by variable loads that generate fatigue, that is crack 
initiation and/or growth up to an eventual fracture. Therefore, it is almost a general 
consensus that the fatigue crack initiation is driven by Mises or Tresca strain or 
stress ranges and maxima. Moreover, many equations were deducted trying to 
describe the fatigue crack growth (FCG), but there is still no agreement about the 
driving forces for FCG, focusing the discussion on two basic theories, the Paris´ 
theory (ΔK) and the fatigue crack closure (ΔKeff) [1-2-3-4-5]. 
 
1.1 The Paris´ Theory 
 
The FCG can be described by the relationship between cyclic crack growth rate 
da/dN and stress intensity range ΔK. This postulate was made by Paris and Erdogan, 
in the early 1960s with the Equation 1 [6]: 

𝑑𝑎

𝑑𝑁
= A ∆K𝑚          (1) 

 
With A and m as material constants. The equation in a log-log plot gives a linear 
relation: log (da/dN) = log (A) + m*log (ΔK) with m as the slope of the linear function. 
Considering the convention on the existence of three phases of FCG, the Paris´ 
theory only describes the intermediate phase, as shown in Figure. 1. 
 

 
Figure. 1. Typical sigmoidal FCG curve measured at R= 0, with its 3 characteristic phases (adapted 
from [1]). 

 
Figure. 1 shows a typical FCG rate, under a fixed R-ratio in metallic alloys, with 
parameters like atomic diameter datom, grain size dgrain, the reverse plastic zone pzr, 
and the critical crack tip opening displacement (CTOD) δc. The curve starts whit the 
FCG threshold ΔKth, and finish until the sample fractures when the maximum stress 
intensity factor value reaches the material toughness, Kmax = KC. 
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1.2 Fatigue Crack Closure 
 
Measuring the stiffness of a specimen for FCG during its loading cycle, Elber 
discovered that the crack only completely opened after reaching an opening load Pop 
>0. He observed that the specimen stiffness decreased as the load was growing 
between 0 < P < Pop, while for a load P > Pop it remained constant, at the stiffness 
value expected for this case. Crack opening loads Pop must be measured at the 
starting point of the linear stretch on P vs. δP (load vs. load application point 
displacement) curves, as can be seen in Figre 2 [7]. 
 

 
Figre 2. Curve load vs. load application point displacement (P vs. δP) with an initial non-linear stretch 
showing decreasing stiffness until the crack opens at Pop, followed by a linear stretch with constant 
stiffness (adapted from [1]). 

Elber identified that this gradual opening behavior is linked to the envelope of tensile 
residual strains that wraps fatigue cracks, left by the plastic zone that always 
accompanies them. Crack closure is thus caused by the elastic unloading of residual 
ligaments, which tend to compress that envelope (thus the crack faces too) while 
trying to return to their initial state. 
With this discovery, Elber also assumed that cracks can only grow by fatigue after 
totally opened, assuming that FCG rates are not driven by the stress intensity factor 
range (ΔK), but instead by its part during which the crack is fully opened, the so-
called effective stress intensity factor range ΔKeff=Kmax-Kop if Kmin ≤ Kop, where Kop is 
the stress intensity factor caused by the opening load Pop (otherwise, if Kmin > Kop the 
crack is fully open the entire cycle, thus ΔKeff = Kmax - Kmin =ΔK). According to the 
concept of Elber, the basic equation of FCG rate is [2-8]: 
 

𝑑𝑎

𝑑𝑁
= 𝐴𝑒∆𝐾𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝑚𝑒           (2) 

With Ae and me, as material constants. 
 
1.3 Starting Point  
 

One of the main disagreements between the two theories is whether or not there are 
thickness effects in the FCG rate, given that the plastic zone sizes depend on the 
dominant stress state around the crack tip, which in turn depend on the cracked 
sample thickness. Hence, if Kop and ΔKeff depend on the plastic zone, and FCG rate 
is controlled by ΔKeff, it is logical that thickness affects the FCG. There are published 
results for and against about the existence of the effect of the thickness in the FCG.  
Figure. 3 shows thickness effects on the FCG with three specimens of different 
thickness, made of Al 2024 T3 alloy. Also, Fig. 4 shows no thickness effect on FCG 
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rate, with specimens in plane strain state (t = 25 mm) and specimens in plane stress 
state (t = 2mm), made of AL 7075 T7351 alloy [1-9-10-11-12]. 
 

 
Figure. 3. Data showing thickness effects on FCG [11].   Fig. 1. Data showing no thickness effect on 
da/dN [10]. 

 
Moreover, the standard FCG procedures are not thickness-dependent but ASTM 
E647 only recommends that, if possible, da/dN rates should be measured in 
specimens as thick as the component the data is intended for [12]. 
Hence, it was made a series of discriminating FCG tests where crack grew under 
quasi-constant ΔK loading conditions, in thin and thick specimens of the same 
material, carefully measuring both the FCG rate and the crack opening load Pop while 
the cracks grew. The specimen thicknesses were chosen to guarantee plane stress 
conditions in the thin specimens and plane strain conditions in the thicker ones. 
 
2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Disk Shaped Compact (DC (T)) specimens were selected being made from a single 
round bar material, which ensure a good chemical homogeneity among them. 
Besides this, DC (T) specimens were designed to propagate cracks in plane stress 
and plane strain state, using ASTM standards, with the following equations [1-12-13]: 
 

𝐾 =
𝑃

𝑡 √𝑤
∗

(2 +
𝑎
𝑤) [0.76 + 4.8

𝑎
𝑤 − 11.58 (

𝑎
𝑤)

2

+ 11.43 (
𝑎
𝑤)

3

− 4.08 (
𝑎
𝑤)

4

]

(1 −
𝑎
𝑤)

3
2

          (3) 

𝑧𝑝𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑥

2

𝜋𝑆𝑦
2

{

𝑡 ≤ 𝑧𝑝𝑚𝑎𝑥  ; 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠

𝑡 > 2.5 (
𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑆𝑦
)

2

𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛
          (4) 

∆𝐾𝑡ℎ < ∆𝐾 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≪ 𝐾𝐶          (5) 
∆𝐾 = 𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝐾𝑚𝑖𝑛           (6) 

𝑅 =
𝐾𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑥
         (7) 

 
Where: K = stress intensity factor; P = applied force; t = specimen thickness; w = 
specimen width; a= crack size; zpmax = maximum plastic zone (Irwin’s estimate) [1]; 
SY = tensile strength, yield; Kmax = stress intensity factor maximum; ΔK = range of 
stress intensity factor; Kmin = stress intensity factor minimum; R = Load ratio. 
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Making the iterative process with these equations, the results of the specimens 
parameters are in Figure. 5. 

  
Figure. 5. Disk-Shaped Compact DC(T) specimen, size and material properties. 

 

The tensile strength yield of material was measured in a tensile test. The ΔKth and KC 
were taken from the literature [1-14-15], and the chemical composition is supplier 
information. Besides this, there are also experimental limitations implicit in the 
calculations (fabricability, assembly on the testing machine...etc.).Tests were 
conducted on a servohydraulic fatigue testing machine INSTRON 8501 [16]. Strain 
was measured using a Strain-Gage bonded on the back face of the specimen and 
seven Strain-Gages located on the crack growth path. Finally crack growth was 
monitored using a microscope mounted on a micrometric table. Figure. 6 and Fig. 7, 
shows the assembly in the machine, of the specimen of 30 mm and of the specimen 
of 2 mm respectively. 
 

                              
Figure. 6. Assembly plane strain specimen, t = 30 mm    Figure 7. Assembly plane stress specimen, t 
= 2 mm. 

 
Stiffness data acquisition was done with a software developed in Labview along with 
a NI cDAQ-9172 module, which allows to plot the force measurements of the 
machine load cell (NI 9215 module) with the strain of the eight strain-gages bonded 
on the specimen (NI 9235 module) [17]. To determine the crack opening load with 
these data, was developed a program in Matlab with the ASTM method (Opening 
Force by the Compliance Offset Method), and the classic method of drawing a line in 
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the linear part of the stiffness curve by least squares. Figure 8 shows the screen of the 
program, for calculating of the crack opening load [1-8-12]. 
 

 
Figure 8. Screen of the crack opening load measurement program. 

 
To calculate the experimental FCG rate, it was used equation of ASTM standard [12]: 
 

𝑑𝑎

𝑑𝑁
=

𝑎𝑖+1 − 𝑎𝑖

𝑁𝑖+1 − 𝑁𝑖
          (8) 

 
Where (𝑎𝑖+1 − 𝑎𝑖) is the increment of the crack size regarding the increment of the 
number of load cycles (𝑁𝑖+1 − 𝑁𝑖). 

 
3 RESULTS 
 
The crack opening load Pop measured from the various Strain-Gages showed no 
discrepancy, meaning that the same value was obtained from the near and the far-
field strain signals in all experiments. Figure. shows an example of a real 
measurement of Pop made with the Strain-Gages, one on the back face and the other 
one near the crack tip.  
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Figure. 9: Real measurement of Pop made with the Strain-Gages, one on the back face and one near 
the crack tip. 

 
Figure 10 and Figure. 11 shows the results (da/dN and Kop / Kmax, versus a/w) of the 
first test in plane strain state (30 mm of thickness and R=0.05) and in plane stress 
state (2mm of thickness and R=0.1), respectively. The tests were made with an 
almost constant ΔK of 20 MPa √m, changing the applied force, according with the 
crack growth measured with the microscope, with steps Δa ≤ 0.1 mm. The eight 
strain-gages showed almost the same crack opening load between them. 
 

 
Figure 10. : Data from the FCG test, with ΔK (R=0.05) almost constant in plane strain, with the 30 mm 
thickness specimen, first stage (1°T). 
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Figure. 11. Data from the FCG test, with ΔK (R=0.1) almost constant in plane stress, with the 2 mm 
thickness specimen, first stage (1°T). 

 
The first stage of experiments shows that the behavior of the relationship Kop / Kmax is 
not consistent with almost constant FCG rate. Then, in order to have a higher 
reliability, tests were repeated allowing crack reaching a final a/w higher. Now, to 
make a better comparison between both results, the first (1°T) and second (2°T) 
stage of tests, were mixed in a single figure, for the two types of specimens. Figure. 12 
and Figure. 13, show the results of both, FCG rate (da/dN) and Kop / Kmax data, versus 
a/w, for the two specimens of 30 mm and the two specimens of 2 mm respectively. 
 

 
Figure. 12. Data from the FCG experiments, with ΔK (R=0.05)almost constant in plane strain, with the 
30 mm thickness specimens, of the first stage (1°T) and second stage (2°T) of tests. 
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Figure. 13. Data from the FCG experiments, with ΔK (R=0.1) almost constant in plane stress, with the  
2 mm thickness specimens, of the first stage (1°T) and second stage (2°T) of tests. 

 
3.1 Discussion 
 

Some authors state that there are differences between crack opening load measure 
in the field near the crack tip and using a Strain-Gage bonded on the back face of the 
specimen [18]. However, performed experiments showed approximately the same 
crack opening load measure by the two ways. Also, the tests show at almost 
constant ΔK, reproduce the principle of the Paris´ theory: cracks of different lengths 
subjected to the same nominal ΔK will advance by equal increments of crack 
extension per cycle (Equation 1) [1-12].  
Obtained results did not show any thickness effect in the FCG rate. The average in 
all experiments was approximately 1.3x10-5 mm/cycle. This agrees with results 
shown in Fig. 4 and with authors that neglect thickness effects [12,19-21].  
Moreover, the decline of the relationship Kop/Kmax, while the crack was growing, 
shows that Elber´s theory does not describe the behavior of the tests with FCG 
almost constant, considering that the FCG rate predicts with the equation 2, only can 
be constant if ΔKeff is fixed [1-8-22].      
Finally, the repeatability of the tests was satisfactory, given that the FCG rate and the 
behavior of the relationship Kop/Kmax of the first stage, was reproduced in the second 
stage of experiments.     
 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
 
It was shown that sample´s thickness had no effect on the experimental results of the 
FCG rate, since the arithmetic average, of the plane stress specimens (2 mm) and of 
the plane strain specimens (30mm), is approximately the same (1.3x10-5 mm/cycle). 
The principle of the Paris´ theory; cracks of differing lengths subjected to the same 
nominal ΔK and Kmax will advance by equal increments of crack extension per cycle, 
describes successfully the experiments made in this work, indicating that ΔK is the 
driving force in this tests.  
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The fact that Kop/Kmax fall as the crack growths and the thickness do not have any 
effect in the tests shows that the Elber´s theory does not describe the FCG rate of 
the experiments performed in this paper.      
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